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Universities UK, the organisation that represents the UK’s universities has recently published a report entitled 

“Analytics in Higher Education”.  The document makes the case that there are already vast amounts of data 

collected in institutions and that we should be making better use of them.  Learning Analytics in particular can 

provide tools to inform and support learners and to demonstrate to them that their fees are being spent 

effectively.  

So we’ve already got Government policies in place for things such as the National Student Survey, and now 

we’ve got the Teaching Excellence Framework to deal with, but these don’t actually help institutions to 

understand and use their own data.  Learning Analytics has the potential, the report says, to help Universities 

assess the return on their investment on any new innovations they put in place in teaching and learning. 

It’s clear that there’s a wide variety of practice in this area already.  The report refers to the UK Heads of E-

Learning Forum Survey in 2015 of 53 institutions, which found that most of them were not yet collecting and 

using data to enhance learning and teaching in a systematic way.  I’ve found this in my own visits to Universities 

across the UK on behalf of Jisc.  There are a few institutions such as Nottingham Trent, the OU and Edinburgh 

that have been leading the way and there’s a second wave who are now seriously engaging with the area and are 

putting institutional projects and policies in place as well as sorting out their data and procuring systems. 

The report suggests that a diversity of approaches will be required.  For example, one institution might 

emphasise progressing its students to Post Graduate study, while another might be trying to move its students 

on to other institutions.  It also proposes that Universities should adopt what it calls “Curiosity Driven 

Approaches” rather than data driven ones.  Data it says, must be made to work for non-expert users and 

translate into actionable insights.  Now much has been made of this phrase “Data Driven Decision Making” and 

how this should be at the heart of institutions, basing our decisions on evidence rather than mere intuition and 

guess work. 

I recently heard another perhaps preferable term being used at one University - “Data Informed Decision 

Making”.  So you’re using the data as a supplementary tool to help you make decisions rather than being driven 

solely by it.   

Practically, what do institutions need to do then to move forward?  The report says that they need to cut through 

their silos with the data being held in different parts of the organisation.  I’ve always found it slightly bizarre how 

people in institutions feel that they own data and have the power to block initiatives  when really the ultimate 
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owner is the institution, and arguably in some situations the students themselves.  I think this is becoming less of 

a problem  though than it used to be. 

The report also refers to the cultural changes that are required to make Learning Analytics work and that you 

need a team which brings in stakeholders from across the institution.  The example is given of the University of 

South Florida that developed a cross-functional team and implemented Civitas Learnings Products.  It increased 

its six year graduation rate from 52% to 68%.  Now whether that was entirely down to the Learning Analytics 

Systems being put in place is of course impossible to say.  It’s early days yet, but there do seem to be increasing  

reports of small or more significant impacts on measures such as retention and progression due to the early 

identification of students who are academically at risk and then of course taking interventions to try to help 

those individuals. 

The report also mentions some of the potential blockers to Learning Analytics.  Government structures for 

example, which are not really geared up to commenting on educational issues and legal and ethical issue are also 

mentioned.  Reference is made to Jiscs’ Code of Practice for Learning Analytics and the National Union of 

Students Guidance in this area for Students Unions.  But what do students themselves think about the use of 

their data for Learning Analytics? 

The report suggests that there is limited evidence that they’re opposed to it and cites Jiscs’ survey which found 

that 71% of them said they would be happy to share data on their academic activities if it could help to improve 

their grades. 

One key issue is to explain to students exactly what is being done with their data and to show how they can 

benefit from using their own data to understand how their learning is progressing.  A concern is also expressed 

about the potential for institutions to get locked in to particular products.  It suggests that Jiscs’ Learning 

Analytics architecture can help here.  Institutions can then select the best products for them, and it also provides 

interfaces for vendors to integrate their own systems such as Predictive Modelling Engines, Staff Dashboards 

and Student Apps. 

The report notes that the US is ahead of the UK in its adoption of Learning Analytics, but only at an institutional 

level.  It mentions that 50 or so institutions are piloting Jiscs’ National Learning Analytics Service. 

Finally, the Teaching Excellence Framework, or TEF is mentioned again and it’s proposed that Learning Analytics 

will be able to help institutions understand the effectiveness of their teaching provision and provide the data 

needed to contribute to the TEF.  It suggests that the TEF alone is unlikely to transform learning and that change 

will need to be driven and owned by the intuitions themselves and by the owners and the users of the data. 

There are some useful references at the end of the report and overall it’s good to see that the body which 

represents UK Universities is recognising the growing importance of making better use of the data that we have 

about students and their learning contexts with the aim of improving the way that we provide education and 

providing direct assistance to the students themselves. 


